
 

* FILL. Use it to fill the texture with given coordinates. * LAPLACIAN. Use it to make a lapalace texture. * CENTRE. Use it
to make a texture that looks like a centre point. * DRAW. Use it to make a texture that looks like an empty. * CIRCLE. Use it
to make a texture that looks like a circle. * COSINE. Use it to make a texture that looks like a cosine. * SCREENSHOT. Use it
to make a texture that looks like a screen shot. * BIDIMENSIONAL. Use it to make a texture that looks like two dimensional. *
CIRCLEX. Use it to make a texture that looks like a circle on the x axis. * CIRCLEY. Use it to make a texture that looks like a
circle on the y axis. * ONEOFFSET. Use it to make a texture that looks like a circle offset on the y axis. * TWOOFFSET. Use
it to make a texture that looks like a circle offset on the x axis. * THREEOFFSET. Use it to make a texture that looks like a
circle offset on the x axis. * V2F. Use it to make a texture that looks like two circles. * V3F. Use it to make a texture that looks
like three circles. * CARTESIAN. Use it to make a texture that looks like a cartesian plane. * HORIZONTAL. Use it to make a
texture that looks like a horizontal. * VERTICAL. Use it to make a texture that looks like a vertical. * ZEROLINE. Use it to
make a texture that looks like a zeroline. * TOOLTIP. Use it to make a texture that looks like a tool tip. * ROOTMATRIX. Use
it to make a texture that looks like a root matrix. * TUMBLING. Use it to make a texture that looks like a tumbling point. *
STRAIGHT. Use it to make a texture that looks like a straight line. * TRIANGLE. Use it to make a texture that looks like a
triangle. * CUBE. Use it to make a texture that looks like a cube. * OBRUCHRADIUS. Use it to make a texture that
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PowerPoint Keyboard Macro and Shortcut Manager is a handy add-in for PowerPoint that will enable you to effortlessly define
your own keyboard shortcuts to menu items and recorded macros. It also helps you set shortcuts to password protected VBA
macros. Shortcut Manager for PowerPoint provides API functions using which addins can register for a particular key
combination. When the registered key combination is pressed, Shortcut Manager calls the callback specified during registration.
The addins are free to take any action in the callback function. In fact the addin that ships with Shortcut Manager package
registers with Shortcut Manager for the key combinations that the user supplies. KEYMACRO Description: PowerPoint
Keyboard Macro and Shortcut Manager is a handy add-in for PowerPoint that will enable you to effortlessly define your own
keyboard shortcuts to menu items and recorded macros. It also helps you set shortcuts to password protected VBA macros.
Shortcut Manager for PowerPoint provides API functions using which addins can register for a particular key combination.
When the registered key combination is pressed, Shortcut Manager calls the callback specified during registration. The addins
are free to take any action in the callback function. In fact the addin that ships with Shortcut Manager package registers with
Shortcut Manager for the key combinations that the user supplies. KEYMACRO Description: PowerPoint Keyboard Macro and
Shortcut Manager is a handy add-in for PowerPoint that will enable you to effortlessly define your own keyboard shortcuts to
menu items and recorded macros. It also helps you set shortcuts to password protected VBA macros. Shortcut Manager for
PowerPoint provides API functions using which addins can register for a particular key combination. When the registered key
combination is pressed, Shortcut Manager calls the callback specified during registration. The addins are free to take any action
in the callback function. In fact the addin that ships with Shortcut Manager package registers with Shortcut Manager for the key
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combinations that the user supplies. KEYMACRO Description: PowerPoint Keyboard Macro and Shortcut Manager is a handy
add-in for PowerPoint that will enable you to effortlessly define your own keyboard shortcuts to menu items and recorded
macros. It also helps you set shortcuts to password protected VBA macros. Shortcut Manager for PowerPoint provides API
functions using which addins can register for a particular key combination. When the registered key combination is pressed,
Shortcut Manager calls the callback specified during registration. The addins are free to take any action in the callback function.
In fact the addin
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